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the perceived speech quality corresponds with the
measured or estimated transport parameters of the received
speech.
In this paper a research of usability of DTW (Dynamic
Time Warping) method for speech quality estimation is
presented. This is sequence matching algorithm between
test and received speech sequences performed after
transmission
over
packet-switched
or
mobile
communication channels. The DTW algorithm compares
arrays of mel-cepstral coefficients which simulates the
perception of human auditory system and it is usually used
as a building block for simple speech recognizers [2].
Three speech codecs were used in the experiments,
G.711 [3], AMR 12.4 kb/s (compatible with GSM-EFR)
[4] and G.729. The effects of packet receiving errors are
modeled for random and bursty packet loss. Low bit rate
(high compression ratio) codecs used to reduce required
bandwidth, but distort the original waveform significantly
before it is even transmitted. The compressed speech
produced by such codecs is also more sensitive to packet
loss [5].
Different values for similarity metrics are observed after
comparing the test and received speech sequences with
varying the values of the possibility of packet loss errors
and the possibility of introducing burstiness during packet
errors (expressed as a percent of lost packets or frames).
Achieved results were compared with PESQ measured
values (P.862 ITU-T) [6] on the transmission channel.
They introduce high correlation values which justify the
usability of this technique as a simple tool for perceived
speech quality measurement in VoIP and GSM networks.

Abstract – In this paper a method for speech quality
estimation was evaluated by simulating transfer of speech
over packet switched and mobile networks. The proposed
system uses Dynamic Time Warping algorithm for test and
received speech comparison. Several tests have been made on
test speech sample of single speaker with simulated packet
(frame) loss effects on the perceived speech. The achieved
results were compared with measured PESQ values on the
used transmission channel and their correlation was
observed.
Keywords – Dynamic Time Warping, Mean Opinion Score,
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality
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I. INTRODUCTION

peech quality measuring is very important factor in the
process of providing quality of service for voice
telecommunications networks. Particularly in wireless
communication networks as 3G mobile networks, IEEE
802.11 and Bluetooth. For voice information transport in
these networks - packets or frames are used, and
communication channel characteristics are very different,
regarding those found in wired communications networks
(regarding transmission errors presented in form of packet
or frame error ratio). Understanding and estimation of
these parameters are of great significance for design or
optimization of the telecommunication services or network
infrastructure [1].
Speech quality is defined by the way how the listeners
value the perceived speech signals on the receiver side of
the communication channel. Due to evermore increasing
complexity of the communication networks and the
number of parameters which characterizes the
communication channel, it is much more difficult to
establish straightforward relation between transport
parameters and the perceived speech quality. Besides that,
there is a problem of accurate extraction or estimation of
the exact communication parameters, and not every time

II. SPEECH QUALITY
Speech quality is most accurately measured by
subjective opinion. The traditional measurement for
speech quality measurement in telecommunications is the
Mean Opinion Score (MOS). The MOS test is also called
the Absolute Category Rating (ACR) test and it is
described in details in ITU Recommendation P.80.
Speech quality estimation could be performed by
intrusive and non-intrusive methods. Non-intrusive
methods monitor the received speech information, where
particular characteristics are extracted for further
processing for speech quality estimation. The drawback is
the unavailability of the original speech sample for
comparison with the received one, so it is possible to
oversee some distortions effects of the speech signal that
are not possible to be detected or measured, but has
significant influence to perceived speech.
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Figure. 1. Block diagram of the simulation system
Intrusive methods for quality estimation use test speech
sequences that are transmitted over the communication
channel. The received speech is compared with the test
sequence in a similar way as the human speech perception
and the quality is graded, as the listeners should do in
traditional subjective tests (like MOS).
Example of one of the most popular and used
algorithms for intrusive tests in packet switched and
mobile networks is PESQ, defined in P.862 ITU-T. PESQ
is capable to predict subjective quality expressed by MOS
values with good correlation in a very wide range of
conditions, which may include coding distortions, errors,
noise, filtering, delay and variable delay. In PESQ - the
original and degraded signals are represented with a
perceptual model. The perceived speech quality is
estimated by a cognitive model and the difference between
the reference and transmitted signal [6].
This algorithm introduces some disadvantages regarding
computing complexity and it is not possible to use on
codecs with data rate below 4 kbps.
As it is already mentioned before, in this paper another
intrusive procedure for speech quality measurement is
described, where DTW algorithm [7] was used for
comparison of reference and transmitted speech signal.
The correlation between the measured values obtained by
this method, and the well known and widely used PESQ
model, were observed.
III.

The size of the packet/frame, for G.711 and AMR
codecs is based on 20 ms speech sample, for G.711 the
packet size is 160 bytes, and for AMR-NB 160 samples
are speech-coded to 31 bytes without VAD or PLC option
used. G.729 coded one 10 ms speech sample within 80 bit
frame.
The reference speech sample has duration of 13
seconds, and it is recorded by a male speaker in
Macedonian language.
Block diagram of the system that is used for simulation
is given on the Fig. 1. The system is designed and coded in
MATLAB, it allows simulation of reference sequence
transmission over the communication link with packet or
frame loss events At the receiver side a comparison
between the reference and received speech sequence is
done. The system consists of set of voice coders, packet
loss simulator, decoders, DTW and PESQ comparator of
the degraded and the reference sequence.
B. Packet loss simulation
Packet or frame loss is a major source of speech
impairment in VoIP and GSM applications. Such a loss
could be caused by discarding packets in the IP networks
due to congestion or by dropping packets at the
gateway/terminal, due to late arrival or faulty received and
erased frames in mobile networks.
The impact of packet loss in perceived speech quality
depends on several factors, including loss pattern, codec
type, and packet loss size [5]. It may also depend on the
location of loss within the speech, for example losing
unvoiced frames/packets has less impact in perceived
speech quality, than losing voiced packets. Even more - as
most real communication channels exhibit burstiness of
packet loss, occurrence of burst of lost packets has
significant impact over speech perception. Some speech
codecs like ITU G.711, G.729, and G.723.1 compression
standards have implemented packet loss concealment
(PLC) methods to deal with packet loss.
A 2-state Markov model [5], known as a Gilbert model,
can model such channels. p is the probability that the next
packet is lost, when the previous one has arrived; q is the
probability that the next packet is not lost, given that the
previous one was lost. If p+q=1, the Gilbert model
reduces to a Bernoulli model. The Gilbert model is well
known method for representing the packet loss behavior of
a real network, even after the late arrival loss due to jitter

SIMULATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Speech codecs
Three speech codecs were used in the conducted
experiments. Traditional a-Law PCM G.711 codec with
sampling frequency of 8 kHz and 8 bit per sample [3],
G.729 - 8 Kbps (CS-ACELP) codec, are commonly used
in VoIP applications and AMR (Adaptive Multi-Rate,
ACELP) used for speech codec standardized by ETSI for
GSM applications, and it is chosen as mandatory for 3GPP
networks [4]. AMR is a speech codec with 8 different
narrowband modes of operation and data rates between of
4.75 and 12.2 Kb/s. In the simulations, the variant of 12.2
Kb/s compatible with GSM-EFR codec (3GPP TS 26.071)
is used. This speech codec is mainly used for toll quality
speech compression in the 2nd and 3rd generation mobile
telephony applications.
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is taken into account (if a packet arrives too late, it will be
discarded by jitter buffer).
The parameter can be seen as controlling the burstiness
of packet losses. The mlp=p/(p+q) parameter is the mean
(unconditional) loss probability, and the clp=1-q is
conditional loss probability, conditioned on the event that
the previous packet was lost.

(Fig. 4) are higher from the start of introducing packet loss
compared to G.711 (Fig. 2). The reason is that these are
loosy codecs and degrade the signal even before the
transmission process. In case of DTW measurements, in
order to avoid the effects of signal attenuation due to used
codec (which is more or less unrelated with perceived
intelligibility) - mean cepstral subtraction is applied on
both - reference and the degraded signals.

C. Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
In order to represent the spectral features of speech
sequence that has been transmitted over simulated
communication channel, Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT) is computed for each 16 ms speech frame with
advance of 1/2 frame duration. The standard Hamming
window is applied to each frame.
The signal is filtered with bank of triangular filters on
Mel frequency scale (simulating the perception of the
human hearing). Finally, Discrete Cosine Transformation
is applied and 12 MFCC coefficients for each frame were
produced.
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Figure 2. Measured speech difference using G.711

D. DTW – Dynamic Time Warping
After signal conversion from waveform to array of
MFCC vectors in time domain, it is necessary to perform
pattern-matching algorithm to measure distance between
transmitted and the reference speech sequence. Since the
feature vectors have multiple elements, a means of
calculating the local distance is required. The distance
measure between feature vector of reference signal and
feature vector of transmitted signal is given by the L2 or
Euclidian distance metric.
Although the Euclidian metric is computationally more
expensive than some other metrics, it does give more
weight to large differences in a single feature. It can also
be shown that this metric has several desirable properties
when comparing cepstral features. Simple global distance
score between two vector arrays is given by the sum of all
local distances for the lowest distance path. The algorithm
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) always finds out the path
with minimal global distance – maximum likelihood
between two utterances [7].
IV.
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Figure 3. Measured speech difference using AMR-NB
G.729 - DTW
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SIMULATION RESULTS
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Several experiments were conducted for each codec,
G.711, G.729 and AMR, with different values for mlp and
clp parameters. That produces set of measured difference
values for the speech sequence under different channel
conditions, as well as MOS values for each of the
experiments using PESQ algorithm.
The speech sample was distorted introducing packet
loss through simulated channel with Gilbert model while
varying values for mlp and clp. Higher value for mlp
increases the possibility of random packet loss, and higher
values for clp increases the burstiness of the packet loss
event. The size of the speech payload used in one packet
or frame was 160 samples, corresponding to 20 ms
duration (except for G.729, where 10 ms frame is
considered).
It can be seen that the observed values for similarity
measure for voice codecs AMR-NB (Fig. 3) and G.729
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Figure 4. Measured speech difference using G.729
Increasing the packet loss, the difference measure
(noted as „d“) for AMR-NB compared to G.711 increases
in larger steps due to bigger influence of the packet
(frame) loss events that induces larger amount of
degradation of the transmitted speech signal. Increasing
the clp values causes bigger variations in the degradation
growth, mainly due to the location of occurrence of bursty
packet loss. On the other hand, the codec G.729 introduces
smaller measured difference values with increasing the clp
parameter; the reason for that is the relatively small speech
frame of 10 ms, sampled with 8 bits.
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TABLE 1: CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

During the simulations, beside the difference estimation
by DTW algorithm, for each set of parameters - the MOS
score is also predicted by PESQ method. Regression
analysis of measured MOS score (horizontal axis) and
DTW difference values (vertical axis) is presented on Fig.
5, 6 and 7.

Codcc
Correlation
coefficient

G.711

AMR-NB

G.729

- 0,93080

- 0,96035

- 0,96039

That gives an opportunity to estimate the linear
regression parameters for particular codec and to use DTW
algorithm for perceived speech quality assessment instead
of PESQ based system.
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Figure 5. G.711 – correlation coefficient = -0,93
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Figure 6. AMR-NB – correlation coefficient = -0,96
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